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France in as much as the former consisted of two kinds
of feudal lords ; those who were in possession o£ lands
that were their hereditary property, and those who wre
originally entrusted by the Emperor with the governments
of his provinces and were in this way his deputies or local
Governors, hut who had, by virtue of their wealth and
status, later on become hereditary rulers of those provinces.
This ruling nobility had acquired immense power on account
of the Emperor's long absence in Italy. In this way was
created in Central Europe a confederacy—if this term could
with any propriety be applied to this heterogeneous group
of states-of a large number of semi-independent principalities
and free cities, of which Prussia and Austria were the most
powerful. At first Austria held the upper hand, but later
on Prussia strengthened her position during the reign of
her second king, Frederick William I (1713-1740) who
had increased his possessions and raised a powerful army
with the help of his son Frederick the Great. The latter
had again augmented his territories by the acquisition of
Silesia, and a part of Poland which was obtained as a result
of the three partitions.*
When Prussia was thus becoming a veritable rival of
Austria for supremacy in the German Confederacy, the
wave of the French Revolution swept over the whole of
Central Europe and effected great changes in Germany,
which brought in their train the sense of German nation-
ality f   Napoleon, in his efforts to control the destinies of
* * Frederick took Silesia from Austria, and then, joining in tho heart-
less and scandalous partition of Poland in 1772, filled up the gap between
Brandenburg and East Prussia with West Prussia and the Netas district The
second and third partitions of friendless Poland in 1793 and 1795 added to
Prussia the district now known as Posen and a part of East Prussia.1'
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t" The. first results of the Revolution were the absorption o£ most of
the small states and free cities by their powerful neighbours, and tho
secularisation of the ecclesiastical principalities. This immensely facilitated

